ocean. Surfing is known to be highly aerobic and exercise intensities are high (75% -85% of 72 maximal heart rate) (Mendez-Villanueva & Bishop, 2005) . There are several surf programs 73 offered to people with disabilities around the world (e.g., Surfers Healing, Ride-a-Wave, and the
74
Disabled Surfers Association in Australia), and they are quickly gaining popularity.
75
The present study was designed to determine whether a surfing program is beneficial by 76 assessing physiological characteristics of the children before and after completion of the heart defects, and hypothyroidism (Table 1) . Individuals interested in participating in the study 90 needed to meet the inclusion criteria of being between 5 and 18 years, diagnosed with a developmental, sensory, and/or physical disability, categorized by disability levels of mild to 92 severe by a parent and/or guardian report, cleared by a medical doctor, and have an informed 93 consent signed by their parent/guardian and an assent form signed by the participant.
94

Materials
95
This was a pilot study with an experimental study design utilizing pre and post fitness Table 2 lists the experimental results of this study. In the normally distributed items, we 
Results
124
146
We found a substantial increase in core body muscle strength in our participants. Olympics and Unified Sports. These observations are concurrent with previous research that also 170 found participation in the surf intervention aided the participants in acquiring the self-171 confidence, social skills, and physical fitness necessary to increase their participation in 172 organized sport and physical activity (Clapham et al., 2014) . It is recommended that future 173 research examines these reported improvements formally.
174
It will be of interest to determine if improvements in cardiovascular fitness in children 175 with disabilities can impact on the secondary health problems they are at risk of experiencing. 
